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dt35 dt55 series toro - the dt35 dt55 is toro s dual trajectory sprinkler series with many innovative features its selectable
trajectory provides a 15 or 25 degree setting with a simple turn of the main nozzle, toro dt35 nozzle performance data us
dt35 front nozzle - toro dt35 nozzle performance data us dt35 front nozzle positions beige sprinkler irrigation owners
manual, dt35 dt55 series golf rotors - dt35 dt55 series golf rotors the dt35 dt55 series features a dual trajectory main
nozzle that provides exceptional nozzle performance at the 25 standard angle position and great performance in windy
applications at the 15 low angle position, toro sprinkler and irrigation manuals needmanual com - toro dt35 nozzle
performance data us dt35 front nozzle positions beige sprinkler irrigation owners manual posted in sprinkler and irrigation
manuals toro sprinkler and irrigation manuals more toro 92801sl rev i groundsmaster 300 series groundsmaster 328 d
service manual posted in lawn mower manual, dt34 dt54 install toro - toro technical data manual form number 490 1737
dt54 series sprinkler performance data dt34 series sprinkler performance data base nozzle set nozzle set nozzle set nozzle
set nozzle set nozzle set nozzle set pressure 31 yellow 32 blue 33 brown 34 orange 35 green 36 gray 37 black, toro dt35
dt55 series toro australia create a greater - toro 835s 855s series toro dt35 dt55 series toro dt34 dt54 series toro b series
toro r series valves solenoid valves toro p 150 series valves toro p 220 plastic series valves toro p 220s scrubber series
valves irritrol century plus series control valves irritrol 25 40 50 and 80 mm plastic models century plus scrubber valves,
830s and 850s series rotary sprinklers century equip - the 830s and 850s series full circle rotary sprinklers are designed
specifically for golf course applications manufactured from durable high strength engineering plastic and stainless steel
components these sprinklers incorporate many innovative and time proven features for lasting maintenance free operation,
installation and operating instructions toro - irrigation will be suspended irrigation will resume as soon as the toro
rainsensortm dries and its contacts return to the n c position when irrigation is suspended due to the toro rainsensortm the
display shows off note when using the toro rainsensortm follow the basic connection installation instructions supplied with
the rain sensor 5
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